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Name of Stakeholder Title

Kristin Janssen Principal

James Burnett Assistant Principal

John Thomas, Jr CTE Director, Assistant Principal

Mark Strickler School Counselor

Betsy Johnson School Counselor

Dan Pulskamp Special Education Teacher

Dr. Danielle Sisson-Jones CHPS Instructional Specialist- Reading

Ellen Burnett CHPS Instructional Specialist- Math

Dr. Joe Douglas CHPS Instructional Specialist-History, Science, Gifted

Marsha Tsiptsis ESOL Teacher

Kay Rowe Bookkeeper

Tim Gueusquin Technology

Gerald Carsley Director of Student Activities
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Component I: A systematic effort involving multiple stakeholders to acquire an accurate and thorough picture of strengths and weaknesses of
the school community, thus identifying student needs through a variety of information-gathering techniques. A data analysis summary must be
included which incorporates benchmarks used to evaluate program results. The results of your data analysis must guide the reform strategies
that you will implement to improve instruction for targeted students.

Narrative:

Colonial Heights High School (CHHS) is a 9-12 high school that is currently serving 838 students. The high school has two campuses: one is the
main academic campus and the other is located across the street at the technical center. The school’s population at the end of the 2019-2020
school year was 855 students and at the end of 2020-2021, there were 818 students enrolled. CHHS is the only high school in the division and
receives students from all three elementary schools: Lakeview, Tussing, and North. CHMS is a feeder school for Colonial Heights High School.

  Colonial Heights High School is a comprehensive high school that serves 838 students from the Colonial Heights City community. The population
is comprised of 58% White Students, 21% Black Students, 10% Latin X Students, 7% Multi-Race Students, 3% Asian Students, and <1% Native
Hawaiian Students. 21% of students are identified as students with Disabilities, 53% of students are identified as Economically Disadvantaged,
and 4% of students are English Language Learners.

Colonial Heights High School currently has approximately 135 staff members. There is one Secondary Literacy specialist who serves grades 6-12
and is housed at CHMS. There is also a division-wide Math Specialist who serves all 5 schools in the division and is also housed at CHMS. There is
a division History, Science, and Gifted specialist who is housed at CHHS. All students have been provided Chromebooks to support instruction.
CHHS provides four full-time school counselors to assist students and parents. There is a gifted teacher who services the high school, as well.
Colonial Heights Public Schools (CHPS) has teamed with the Colonial Heights Police Department (CHPD) to employ two full-time School Resource
Officers (SROs). One is housed at the high school’s main campus and the other is located at the technical center. Our SROs are visible throughout
the day to our students and they interact frequently with students during hall and lunchtimes. CHHS provides after-school tutoring for students
needing additional assistance in their classes in a program called BLAST.

In response to the unfinished learning that occurred due to the COVID-19 Pandemic, CHHS provided a larger summer school program for
students who failed courses and were struggling academically.

Furthermore, Colonial Heights Public Schools belong to the Comprehensive Instructional Program (CIP) and will leverage resources and
connections from that cohort to serve our students and determine how our student's growth compares to other schools within the state. The CIP
uses benchmark assessments that allows CHHS staff to get multiple data points on student progress throughout the year. This data is used to
help plan and guide remediation programs.
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A review of the SOL data from the Spring administration was conducted. Data from the school year 2018-2019 was used to compare to data from
the 2020-2021 assessment. Data from these assessments and performance by subgroup is available here:
https://schoolquality.virginia.gov/schools/colonial-heights-high#fndtn-desktopTabs-assessments

In Spring 2021, students passed English EOC SOL test at a 77% rate and Math SOL exams at 80%, which were 6% and 2%, respectively, below the
scores from Spring of 2019. In Spring 2021, black students passed English EOC SOL tests at a rate of 58%, which is 23% lower than that of white
students. Hispanic students passed 100% of Math EOC SOL exams, a rate that is 19% higher than that of white students. Students with disabilities
passed English SOLs at a rate 24% lower than the overall school average. For economically disadvantaged students, the rate of passing English
SOLs was 9% lower than the school average. In Spring 2021, black students passed Math EOC SOL exams at a rate of 71%, which is 13% lower
than that of white students. Hispanic students passed 71% of Math EOC SOL exams, a rate that is 13% lower than that of white students.
Students with disabilities passed Math SOLs at a rate 5% lower than the overall school average. For economically disadvantaged students, the rate
of passing Math SOLs in that period was 4% lower than the school average.

The high school participated in two alternative assessments last year in both history and writing. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic many schools
across the state elected to use local alternative assessments. Therefore, the state did not release the history data from last year. The overall
History SOL pass rate was 79% in the 2018-2019 school year. The overall local performance assessment pass rate in history during the 2020-21
school year was 71%. The high school utilizes the writing portfolio, which is a collection of work from 9th, 10th, and 11th grade years approved by
the state. CHHS also uses WorkKeys as an assessment method in writing when needed. Data shows the writing assessment pass rate on the
WorkKeys assessment is 93%.
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Fig.1 - An analysis of assessment scores from the past two years was conducted for Math and Reading. Overall, in the 2020-2021 school year,
hispanic students showed the most improvement with 100% of students passing the reading assessment. Students identified as multiple races
showed the biggest decrease (31%)  in reading in the 2020-2021 school year. In math, students with disabilities showed the most improvement
with a 6% increase in scores in 2020-2021. Students identified as multiple races showed the biggest decrease (13%) in math in the 2020-2021
school year.
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Colonial Heights High School
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Fig. 2-4: School-wide SOL scores from 2018-2019 and 2020-2021 were analyzed for key areas of weakness. Due to COVID-19 school closures, the
school saw a slight decrease in scores over previous years in all content areas. However, CHHS continued to outperform the state in every subject
area tested in 2020-2021. Overall, Math scores stayed the most consistent. Reading scores showed the biggest decline for the school. VDOE did
not report History or Writing SOL results in 2020-2021 due to many schools electing to use local alternate assessments due to COVID-19.
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Fig 5-6: An analysis of the four year graduation and completion rate at Colonial Heights High School was conducted. In 2020, the school decreased
from a 93% graduation rate to an 86% graduation rate. This is largely due to the COVID-19 pandemic as CHHS typically is around 93% each year,
which is the state average.
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Additional division and school-specific data may be accessed on the Virginia Department of Education Website: VA School Quality Profiles Home
Page. Virginia’s School Quality Profiles provide information about student achievement, college and career readiness, program completion,
school safety, teacher quality, and other topics of interest to parents and the general public. Report cards are available for schools, school
divisions, and for the commonwealth.
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Component II: Scientifically-based research strategies based on identified needs and designed to raise the achievement level of students on
content standards.  Provide information on how the selected strategies will increase student achievement in underperforming subgroups, if
applicable.  Include a description of how the reform strategies will be evaluated for effectiveness.

Narrative:

  Because the high school is exceeding the state average in core overall testing averages, it is building on what is working well and starting to reflect
on ways in which it can improve at-risk students. The high school has a BLAST program that is held two days a week in the media center where
students work on their homework and missed assignments. Subject-specific teachers and National Honor Society members work individually with
students who may need more support. The BLAST program coordinators also work diligently in the summer to hand assign both teachers and
students into their respective schedules.

The high school is on a 4 x 4 schedule, so there is a lot of flexibility when it comes to balancing out student’s course loads with academic,
exploration, and support themes. Subject areas meet once a week during professional learning communities and shared lunch times.  There is
also opportunity to work on curriculum alignment and development.  In science, English, math, and history, the high school has educators who
are selected and serve on the state development committees for the SOL tests.

As a member of the CIP consortium, CHHS tests after those in the southwestern parts of the state, so the high school garners strategies and new
ideas.  Being a singleton high school, it is beneficial to meet and discuss common assessment measures. The high school has been actively
engaged in CIP meetings and program discussions for the past two years. Data meetings are held with teachers, administration, and the
Instructional Specialist to determine ways to use data to inform instructional practices.

English Improvement

Strategy 1: Alignment: CH teachers are working with the secondary specialists to ensure that standards emphasized align with those from
the state.  By approaching the curriculum vertically, teachers can verify from grade level to grade level the students are getting what they
need.  Professional dialogue amongst CH teachers,  those from surrounding localities,  and  CIP members strengthens professional bonds
and instructional practices.

Strategy 2: Professional development:  PD  is being provided for teachers based on areas of weakness noted from data, classroom
observations, and walkthroughs.  The Science of Reading, Differentiated Instruction, Writing Workshop, Tiered Approach to Literacy, and
Diagnosing Reading Difficulties are subjects of recent professional development.
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Strategy 3: Instructional Support and Remediation: CHHS provides remediation and tutoring services for students.  One of the largest
pushes this year is to try and ascertain ability levels and deficits prior to high-stakes assessments and to complete small groups and
targeted assistance for struggling students.  The secondary reading specialist diagnosed students new to the division or who lack data
from the middle school. Teachers are using this information to better understand varying levels of reading ability in their classes and to
offer support and remediation when needed.

Budget Implications:

Many programs utilized to monitor student progress and establish interventions are purchased through Instructional funds provided to each
school by the school division. Funds for programs are also purchased through the general school account.  This year, COVID relief funds are being
used to help CHHS fund after-school tutoring (BLAST) to students through May. These tutoring sessions are held after school and are staffed by
teachers in the building.  For the 21-22 School year CHHS is beginning support programs directly after winter break to begin a large-scale targeted
assistance program. If needed, home based instruction and summer support practices are used to further assist struggling students on
high-stakes assessments.

Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations (CRRSA) Act ESSER II and American Rescue Plan (ARP) Act ESSER III funds will be
used to support summer programming, before/during/after school programming, and unfinished learning activities.  The CHPS Continued
Learning Plan is posted on the CHPS division website with more information.

Benchmark/Evaluation:

CHHS will continue to measure student progress utilizing the CIP Benchmarks and informal reading and writing inventories.  These Diagnostics
are used to better identify and address individual student weaknesses and help target remediation strategies to best meet individual student
needs. CHHS uses data to target students who need Tier 2 and 3 support to address knowledge gaps. Informal assessment measures like exit
tickets, review games, skills checklists, and demonstration stations can be used to gauge student mastery of these skills upon completion of the
support sessions.

History Improvement

Strategy 1: Alignment: CH teachers are working with the secondary specialists to ensure that standards align with those from the state.
Professional dialogue amongst CH teachers,  those from surrounding localities,  and  CIP members strengthens professional bonds and
instructional practices.
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Strategy 2: Professional development:  PD specific to the history department’s new standards are being provided for teachers.  The
division instructional specialist and the lead History teacher worked to create a product-based assessment model.

Strategy 3: Tutoring and remediation: CHHS provides tutoring for students identified as needing additional support in History. Students
are supported in order to pass the World History I test. However, students have additional opportunities throughout their high school
career to earn their verified credit with the World History II and US/VA History tests.

Budget Implications:

Many programs utilized to monitor student progress and establish interventions are purchased through Instructional funds provided to each
school by the school division. Funds for programs are also purchased through the general school account.  This year, COVID relief funds are being
used to help CHHS fund after-school tutoring (BLAST) to students through May. These tutoring sessions are held after school and are staffed by
teachers in the building.  For the 21-22 School year CHHS is beginning to plan support programs directly after winter break to begin a large-scale
targeted assistance program. If needed, home based instruction and summer support practices are used to further assist struggling students on
high-stakes assessments.

Benchmark/Evaluation:

CHHS will continue to measure student progress utilizing the CIP Benchmarks and informal standard checks.  These Diagnostics will be used to
better identify and address individual student weaknesses and help target remediation strategies to best meet student's needs. CHHS will use
data to target students who need Tier 2 and 3 support to address knowledge gaps. Informal assessment measures like exit tickets, review games,
skills checklists, and demonstration stations can be used to gauge student mastery of these skills upon completion of the support sessions.

Math Improvement

Strategy 1: Alignment: CH teachers are working with the secondary specialists to ensure that standards emphasized align with those from
the state. Professional dialogue amongst CH teachers,  those from surrounding localities,  and  CIP members strengthens professional
bonds and instructional practices. In particular, the high school team is ensuring pacing is streamlined across all content areas.

Strategy 2: Professional development:  PD specific to the math department is provided to ensure teachers are informed of current
best-practices in math instruction. The CHHS math team continues to attend workshops provided by the state and have applied to be test
question reviewers and developers. Recent PD topics include: ALEKs, Desmos, instructional delivery, and number sense.

Strategy 3: Tutoring and remediation: CHHS provides tutoring for students identified as needing additional support in Math.  An extensive
remediation plan is developed each semester to ensure all students will receive a verified credit in math. This year, the math department
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is identifying student needs early in the year to provide small group remediation prior to the Math SOL. This will maximize student success
on the first administration of the math SOL.

Budget Implications:

Many programs utilized to monitor student progress and establish interventions are purchased through Instructional funds provided to each
school by the school division. Funds for programs are also purchased through the general school account.  This year, COVID relief funds are being
used to help CHHS fund after-school tutoring (BLAST) to students through May. These tutoring sessions are held after school and are staffed by
teachers in the building.  For the 21-22 School year CHHS is beginning to plan support programs directly after winter break to begin a large-scale
targeted assistance program. If needed, home based instruction and summer support practices are used to further assist struggling students on
high-stakes assessments.

Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations (CRRSA) Act ESSER II and American Rescue Plan (ARP) Act ESSER III funds will be
used to support summer programming, before/during/after school programming, and unfinished learning activities.  The CHPS Continued
Learning Plan is posted on the CHPS division website with more information.

Benchmark/Evaluation:

CHHS will continue to measure student progress utilizing the CIP Benchmarks and informal standard checks. These Diagnostics will be used to
better identify and address individual student weaknesses and help target remediation strategies to best meet student's needs. CHHS will use
data to target students who need Tier 2 and 3 support to address knowledge gaps. Informal assessment measures like exit tickets, review games,
skills checklists, and demonstration stations can be used to gauge student mastery of these skills upon completion of the support sessions

Science Improvement

Strategy 1: Alignment: CH teachers are working with the secondary specialists to ensure that standards emphasized align with those from
the state. Professional dialogue amongst CH teachers,  those from surrounding localities,  and  CIP members strengthens professional
bonds and instructional practices. The order of science courses has changed to accommodate testing.  Environmental Science was
introduced and Biology is now offered to students in 10th grade.

Strategy 2: Professional development:  PD specific to the science department is being provided for teachers. The division instructional
specialist, lead teacher, and course specific leads are working to overlap similar content between the 9th and 10th grade science classes to
provide students with more opportunities to learn science content. In addition, a senior-level environmental research class has been
developed which utilizes the high school’s high tunnel.
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Strategy 3: Tutoring and remediation: CHHS provides tutoring for students identified as needing additional support in Science. Students
receive the most support in Biology classes due to the challenging nature of the Biology SOL. Science teachers continue to use
research-based practices and data to inform remediation and instructional practices.

Budget Implications:

Many programs utilized to monitor student progress and establish interventions are purchased through Instructional funds provided to each
school by the school division. Funds for programs are also purchased through the general school account.  This year, COVID relief funds are being
used to help CHHS fund after-school tutoring (BLAST) to students through May. These tutoring sessions are held after school and are staffed by
teachers in the building.  For the 21-22 School year CHHS is beginning to plan support programs directly after winter break to begin a large-scale
targeted assistance program. If needed, home based instruction and summer support practices are used to further assist struggling students on
high-stakes assessments.

Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations (CRRSA) Act ESSER II and American Rescue Plan (ARP) Act ESSER III funds will be
used to support summer programming, before/during/after school programming, and unfinished learning activities.  The CHPS Continued
Learning Plan is posted on the CHPS division website with more information.

Benchmark/Evaluation:

CHHS will continue to measure student progress utilizing the CIP Benchmarks and informal standard checks.  These Diagnostics will be used to
better identify and address individual student weaknesses and help target remediation strategies to best meet student's needs. CHHS will use
data to target students who need Tier 2 and 3 support to address knowledge gaps. Informal assessment measures like exit tickets, review games,
skills checklists, and demonstration stations can be used to gauge student mastery of these skills upon completion of the  support session
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Component III: Scientifically-based research strategies or activities that strengthen and enrich the academic program by: extending the school
day; embedding reading and/or mathematics curricula into other instructional areas; or other strategies as appropriate.  Include a description of
how the reform strategies will be evaluated for effectiveness.

Narrative:

Curriculum and learning experiences in each course/class provide all students with challenging and equitable opportunities to develop learning
skills, thinking skills, and life skills that align with the school’s purpose and prepares students for success post-graduation. Expectations are also
high in each course/class and learning activities are individualized for each student in a way that supports achievement of expectations. There are
ample opportunities for students to explore, gather, and retain essential knowledge across the curriculum as indicated in the activity examples
(technology, field trips, reading and math supplemental materials) that align with the SOLs and teacher/school goals.

Teachers are consistent and deliberate in planning and use personalized instructional strategies that require student collaboration, self-reflection,
and development of critical thinking skills, and interventions to address individual learning needs of students. In using the instructional strategies,
teachers consistently require students to apply knowledge and skills, integrate content and skills with other disciplines, and use technologies as
instructional resources and learning tools.

As evidence, teachers provide students with daily explicit mathematics instruction that include small groups, hands-on activities, higher order
thinking skills, problem solving activities, and opportunities to respond to open-ended questions. Students are also provided reading and writing
instruction that is data driven, differentiated, explicit, specific, researched-based, and proven effective to meet the needs of each individual
learner by implementing and maintaining a balanced reading and writing approach. To sustain this success, the faculty continues to revise and
implement research-based strategies acquired in professional development sessions in addition to continuous guidance from the reading and
math specialists.

Based on SOL data, teacher observation, benchmark data, and anecdotal data gathered from classroom work, students showing deficiencies are
provided evidence-based interventions daily. Teachers and administration review student growth, strengths, and weaknesses on a regular basis. A
collection of data is monitored by teachers and administration to ensure proficient levels of student growth achievement using the following:
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Data Collection Method Frequency

Informal Assessments Continuous

SOL Fall, Spring, Summer

Benchmarks Fall,Winter, Spring

ALEKs Continuous

Newsela Continuous

Attendance Daily

Remediation Data Continuous

SAT and ACT Data Continuous

On-time Graduation Rate Spring

Discipline, Crime, and Violence Winter

AP Test scores Summer

PSAT scores Winter

CTE Completer Report Summer

Additionally, each quarter school administration, central office staff, and instructional leadership staff participate in learning walk-throughs in
classrooms and hold data meetings to analyze data trends and make recommendations for instructional adjustments.

Instructional strategies that strengthen the academic program in the school:

*Administrative walkthroughs providing feedback

*Professional Development Days planned at the Division Level for staff and teachers
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*Member of CIP Consortium (41 divisions)

*Instructional Coaches providing professional development, support, and continuous feedback to teachers

*Ongoing professional development provided to teachers within and outside of the district

*Newsela online supplement for leveled texts and passages

*Use of Instructional Specialists, EL, and SPED teachers and tutors for small group instruction

*Intervention tracking for identified students as well as progress monitoring for at-risk students

*Utilize VDOE curriculum framework and division pacing guides to inform daily instruction

* Family Engagement events to develop connections between families and the school community

*After school remediation program for identified students  (BLAST)

*Differentiated instruction and ongoing staff support in best practices

*Collaboration with Special Education staff and other support staff to identify how best to serve the needs of each student

Budget Implications:

Many programs utilized to monitor student progress and establish interventions are purchased through Instructional funds provided to each
school by the school division. Funds for programs are also purchased through the general school account.  This year, COVID relief funds are being
used to help CHHS fund after-school tutoring (BLAST) to students through May. These tutoring sessions are held after school and are staffed by
teachers in the building.  For the 21-22 School year CHHS is beginning to plan support programs directly after winter break to begin a large-scale
targeted assistance program. If needed, home based instruction and summer support practices are used to further assist struggling students on
high-stakes assessments.

Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations (CRRSA) Act ESSER II and American Rescue Plan (ARP) Act ESSER III funds will be
used to support summer programming, before/during/after school programming, and unfinished learning activities.  The CHPS Continued
Learning Plan is posted on the CHPS division website with more information.

Benchmark/Evaluation:
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CHHS will continue to measure student progress utilizing the CIP Benchmarks and informal standard checks. These Diagnostics will be used to
better identify and address individual student weaknesses and help target remediation strategies to best meet student's needs. CHHS will use
data to target students who need Tier 2 and 3 support to address knowledge gaps. Informal assessment measures like exit tickets, review games,
skills checklists, and demonstration stations can be used to gauge student mastery of these skills upon completion of the support sessions.
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Component IV: Scientifically-based research strategies or activities such as student support services; behavior intervention systems; tiered
systems of support; teacher recruitment and/or retention activities; or other activities as appropriate.  Include a description of how the reform
strategies will be evaluated for effectiveness.

Narrative:

Colonial Heights High School has four full-time school counselors employed through Colonial Heights Public Schools. The counselors provide
support to students when needed. Furthermore, Colonial Heights High School has several programs to support students' social-emotional
learning. For example, CHHS utilizes a behavior intervention model where a more holistic approach to school discipline is taken. Factors are
evaluated that have led to the student’s behavior. The goal is for all students to have one identified adult in the building whom they consider a
support. Additionally, each school year for rising 9th-grade students who have been identified as at-risk at the middle school level are invited to
participate in the Jumpstart program. In this program, at-risk students are invited to the high school in order to meet staff, learn about their new
school, and form relationships with administrators and teachers before the school year begins. Additionally, students in the Jumpstart program
are encouraged to join summer school, if needed, to support their academic journey. To provide more holistic learning opportunities, the high
school summer program has expanded to include courses like Finance and PE.

During the 2021-2022 school year, the school division adopted a Positive Action program in order to meet the needs of students socially following
the pandemic. At CHHS, every Monday, Wednesday, and Friday students spend 15 minutes doing a pre-planned Positive Action lesson in order to
meet the needs of all students in social and emotional learning. These lessons are planned and designed by the district’s Positive Action team in
order to help students learn how to deal with social aspects of their development. CHHS also runs programs specific to young men and young
women. Gender and equality topics are explored in a club called Safe Zone. Additionally, the school counseling office employs career exploration
specialists who work on post-graduation career opportunities with students prior to their departure from CHHS.

CHHS implements a Principal’s Leadership Team (PLT). During this time, instructional leaders across the building meet, plan, and implement
strategies to address identified problems or concerns. In these meetings, key leadership staff meet to determine areas of growth in instruction,
learn from one another, and analyze data to determine how to support teachers and students in the building.

Budget Implications:

Outreach programs are supported by the local school division. Programs designed to aid Algebra and reading instruction are covered by Title I
grants. Extended summer school offerings and remediation plans are coordinated by the school division using COVID relief funds. Additional
assistance for EL and special needs’ populations are granted through local funds. Furthermore, extended school year opportunities are provided
through the Office of Support Services.
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Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations (CRRSA) Act ESSER II and American Rescue Plan (ARP) Act ESSER III funds are used
to support summer programming, before/during/after school programming, and unfinished learning activities. The CHPS Continued Learning
Plan is posted on the CHPS division website with more information.

Benchmark/Evaluation:

Professional development attendance logs, teacher and student surveys, data from school counselors, Positive Action lesson plans,
parent-teacher conference logs, teacher evaluation, and administrator evaluation plans.
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